
Understanding The Universal 
Vibrational Line 

 

 

 

Mushiba: “Everything is energy which vibrates” is a statement found in the 

literature of quantum physics as well as the Waith transcripts. Physics gives us 

the concrete part of energy and vibration and Waith gives us the abstract part. 

Waith also connects abstract energy and its vibration to the learning of lessons: 

Question: “You have said that everything that happens is meant to happen. 

However, the issues of the Earth’s environment really affects me. I feel 

sometimes like a neurotic when I go with my brown paper bag that I 

recycle, and think about what impact it has.” 

 Waith: “You also have your role in what occurs. You have all taken on 

particular lessons, and that are directly related to the other lessons that 
other entities have taken on. One entity would simply say, ‘That is all 

meant to happen,’ and not respond because that lesson was not taken by 

that entity as one to deal with in this lifetime. Another entity would 
respond as you would with your paper bags ~ or other things.  

“This is all meant to be. There are enough entities who have taken on 

particular lessons throughout the earth plane that, whether or not it has 

what you would see as an impact, is not the issue, and yet, that it does have 
a direct impact somewhere down The Universal Vibrational Line.”  



I believe that The Universal Vibrational Line is simply the overall strategy that 

The One has mapped out so all the lessons that have been chosen by us are 

duly represented in packaging that is appropriate for the path each entity has in 

this life. Whew ~ talk about a scheduling challenge! With that in mind, I believe 

that the 'Scheduler’ needs us to continue to Focus on Lightheartedness and the 
Spreading of Light! 


